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Honeytokens
As Active Defense
 Few enterprise web applications are using 
honeytokens. This paper seeks to address this by 
providing an overview of honeytokens and their 
use in an effort to increase adoption.
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INTRODUCTION

Web applications are one of the most attacked platforms today [8]. Due to their diversity and widespread 
use, new ways to break into the web applications are being invented almost daily. These break ins allow 
attackers to steal user’s personal data, credit card numbers, and conduct many other frauds related to data 
and applications hosted on the Internet servers and databases. 

Some of the reasons that web applications are constantly attacked is 24/7 availability, a mix of technologies 
used to provide needed functionality, interesting and profitable data in the backend databases and easy 
way to avoid punishment for crimes committed against websites and website users/owners. There is also an 
aspect related to cybercrime and cyber warfare that has been marching across the planet in the last few 
years, exposing more and more personal data in highly sophisticated and targeted attacks. 

This paper will summarize a few different ways that web applications could be written to identify, isolate 
and track the hacker during the attack process using honeytokens. A honeytoken is a value the application 
is using in databases, files, parameters, etc., which should never be changed or touched by the application 
in normal application lifecycle.

Today, we must fight against various threats on the Internet that will try to break into vulnerable websites. 
This threat might come from criminal organizations trying to infect as many computers as possible to build 
powerful botnets that will be used to steal money, credit card numbers, send spam messages, provide 
bandwidth for DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service), etc. It might also come from Government sponsored 
hackers that will use this as a Cyber weapon, hacktivists that will try to use it as a tool to prove their cause, 
and many other hacker types. It’s almost impossible to fight against all of these threats by using traditional 
methods and tools, and in order to raise the bar a little bit higher for them one has to write the web 
application that will be capable of self-protection of some kind. Some of the possibilities for self-protection 
are discussed throughout the paper explaining the cons and pros for the proposed methods.

In most of the cases the attack starts with scanning and vulnerability scanning of web applications. This 
consists of testing all the parameters the application uses against the database of well-known attack vectors 
(for example, OWASP project TOP 10 [1]) and vulnerabilities.

This is a loud process and it is easily recognizable on the server side and in most of the cases it could be 
stopped by using WAF (Web Application Firewall [2]). The problem is that WAF could only prevent known 
attack vectors, and additional protection is mandatory in modern web applications.

The section “Honeytokens explained” is focusing on basic concepts behind honeytokens and their usage 
followed by section “Honeytoken implementation options” that is focusing on different approaches and 
possible practical honeytoken implementation inside web applications. The “Logging and reporting” section 
explains the importance of log management, while “Implementation example” is showing the code excerpts 
one could use to implement proposed functionality. 
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HONEYTOKENS EXPLAINED
In most of the cases, the web application is 
exchanging data with the users part of the 
communication channel by using parameters, 
and this is the perfect place to use the 
honeytoken (canary) value to fight against 
attackers and automated tools. The purpose 
of a honeytoken is quite simple: this is a value 
that should never be used by the application 
in a normal usage scenario. It means that at 
the same time the value of a honeytoken has 
changed, someone has done something that is 
not allowed in the current application context, 
and the session should be disconnected or 
isolated. Honeytokens could be anything from 
the web application parameter, through the 
data inside the database to the file on the file 
system. Depending on the needs it could be 
implemented on any or all possible layers of the 
application and application data. Honeytoken 
values inside web application parameters will 
help to identify automated or manual scanning 
procedures and it could be used as the early 
warning system that could also be used to 
prevent a further system compromise. If the 
system has been compromised (even though 
the previously explained web application 
parameter honeytoken has been used), the 
honeytoken inside the database could be used 
as additional breach identification and possible 
evidence in a forensic investigation. The same 
logic applies to the files used as honeytokens. 
Honeytoken implementation is not enough to 
have an in depth view on the attack process. 
To track the attacker during and after the 
attack a SIEM (Security Information and Event 
Management) or centralized log management 
system has to be used. This system will collect 
all the related logs (application, web server, 
operating system, database, etc.).

The conceptual idea of honeytoken based protection inside web applications, DBMS (Database Management 
System) and file on the file system is presented in Figure 1. 

Malicious user

Web server

Web application

Database server

Firewall / IDS/IPS / WAF

Zone 0

Zone 1

Zone 2

Zone 3

Figure 1: Conceptual honeytoken 
protection by layers
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Zone 0 is related to firewall and IDS/IPS protection and it is not covered in this paper. This is usually the first 
line of defense that could be composed of the packet filtering firewall and/or WAF (Web application firewall). 
This is the zone that could be used to identify classical network attacks (IDS) and prevent them (IPS). If the 
WAF is being used, it is possible to identify and prevent most of the web application attacks such as SQLi 
(SQL injection), XSS (Cross Site Scripting), directory traversal etc. The OWASP top 10 is the ideal place to look 
for additional information about possible and the most commonly exploited web application vulnerabilities.

Zone 2 is the zone where the web application based honeytokens [3] should be implemented. In this zone 
it is possible to identify and automatically react against any web application-based attack.

Zone 1 and 3 are used to implement file system and database [4] based honeytokens. This is used in case 
zone 0 and zone 2 are compromised. If zone 2 has been penetrated, it means that the web application is 
compromised. Once a web application is compromised, the victim organization may want as much data 
about the attacker as possible to be able to conduct a successful forensic investigation. Honeytokens can 
trigger additional logging procedures that will aid in collecting the required information.

Logging and centralized log collection should be used to correlate the data, identify the attacker, to learn, to 
support computer forensic investigation, to be able to recognize attack vectors and trends, etc.
 
Let us simply define a honeytoken parameter inside a web application. For example, the following URL has 
one parameter called ID: https://www.example.com/Site.aspx?ID=1

This link will return the data related to user with ID 1. To implement a honeytoken value in the previously 
shown link, we should add an additional parameter. Now the example could look like this: https://www.
example.com/Site.aspx?ID=1&Admin=false

Parameter “Admin” is a honeytoken, with the value defined as “false”. If the value is changed to “true” (or 
anything else) a honeytoken event should be triggered inside the web application that will actively fight 
against the attacker by disconnecting the user session or allowing further access by placing the user session 
in the sandbox mode that will partially or fully change the results being sent to the user. This could allow 
for data collection that might be useful during the forensic investigation and it could be used to collect the 
crucial evidence that could be used to catch the perpetrator. It can also be used to change the firewall, IDS/
IPS, and/or WAF settings in a fully automated manner.  
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HONEYTOKEN IMPLEMENTATION OPTIONS

There are many tools available for web application security scanning [5], and most of those tools (if not all) 
have spider functionality that is being used as the starting point in application parameter identification. 
Spider results are later used for vulnerability scanning and identification, by executing known exploits and 
vulnerability tests against every identified parameter in the application. For example: SQLi, XSS, parameter 
tampering and modification are some of the possible tests the vulnerability scanning process will test. Some 
of the tools have additionally modified the spider so that it allows for so called forced browsing. Forced 
browsing will allow the spider to identify existing files and folders even if they are not linked anywhere on any 
of the existing web pages. By using this functionality, it is possible to identify application entry points usually 
hidden from the end user. One of the possible options to prevent a modified spider is to identify application 
entry points by using the above mentioned functionality to modify the application logic to respond with 
200 OK HTTP answers no matter if the web page exists or not. This will slow down the spidering and it will 
prolong the scan and reliability, thus making it both unreliable and incorrect. If the spidering is unreliable 
and incorrect, the whole vulnerability assessment procedure is unreliable, thus it is unusable.
 
After the spider has identified all the entry points, the tool will try to find all the well-known vulnerabilities 
and/or ways to breach the system. This portion of the tool’s logic could also be tampered with in a way where 
the results are inconclusive and incorrect by modifying the web application to respond with previously 
prefabricated answers when the application logic recognizes the usage of a spider. The proposed methods 
that could be used in order to actively fight against automated vulnerability scanning tools and hackers are:

05

06

Using robots.txt

Active defense

01 Using honeytoken parameters

02 Storing honeytoken data in the database

03 Storing honeytoken values on the file system

04 Using intentionally generated vulnerabilities
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1. Using honeytoken (canary)[5] parameters is one of the easiest ways to implement the above-
mentioned logic inside any web application with little or no effort. The developer has to implement the 
parameters with sound and interesting names (in order to fool the hacker also), and those parameters are 
not supposed to be changed by the client. Should any of the honeytoken parameters be changed, the 
application logic must assume that the parameter was modified by a malicious user or scanning tool. If 
this is the case, the application will enter highly secure mode that will actively fight against the attacker, 
no matter if the attacker is an automated tool or a hacker. The options an application developer can use to 
implement this functionality are the following:

• Session termination
This approach has its own advantages and disadvantages. The advantage is that the attacker’s session will 
be terminated and they will have to reestablish the session again. A disadvantage is that by analyzing the 
packets that forced the system to terminate the session the attacker could easily identify honeytoken 
parameters and ignore them during the rest of the scanning or attacking procedures.

• Session isolation with 200 OK answers for every possible request
This method is successful, and it could be easily identified by the attacker if the answer for nonexistent 
pages is always the same, and it could be much more resilient to detection if the answers are tailored 
and modified with every single response. The problem is that when the hacker or the tool recognizes 
this pattern it will realize that it is being fooled and in the long run this is just a partial solution to the 
problem.

• Session isolation with 200 OK answers for randomly chosen client requests
This method is almost the same as the previous one, but in log run it could be more effective, because it 
will be much more difficult to identify that the server side is fabricating false web pages. Especially if the 
fabricated results are from a pre populated dictionary that makes sense. So it will never respond with the 
200, for requests like this one: http://domain/This_app_does_not_exist_no_way.a spx, and it will respond 
to the request like this one: http://domain/AdminPage.aspx.

• Session continuation in isolated (sandbox) mode
This is the option when the application does not offer real functionality anymore and the attacker will 
receive preconfigured or dynamically generated fake pages. This could prove to be the most effective 
way but the problem is that it requires a large amount of prefabricated fake results that could prove to 
be hard to implement.

• Throttling the connection between the identified attacker and the server
Throttling the connection between the identified attacker and the server is probably the easiest protection 
to implement. The attacker will be slowed down to the point where the application will be unusable, 
thus, it could prove to be the easiest and most effective protection that could be implemented. The 
consequence is: the attacker will need much more time than usual to finish the job and the administrators 
on the other side will have more time to identify and prevent the attacker.

• Responding with timeouts
This option is a special case of the previously explained throttling method, and it could be 
used as an add-on to this method or as a standalone protection that will sporadically send 
timeouts to the hacker, preventing them from finishing the scan, attack, or whatever they are 
trying to accomplish.
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2. Storing honeytoken values inside databases is a method that could be used to identify web 
application protection method breaches. Should this happen the decision must be made in the application 
whether to terminate the session and prevent further data leakage or continue the session in order to 
be able to identify who the attacker is. To use these type of honeytokens, the system must be equipped 
with the SIEM or centralized log management system that will be utilized in the detection and alarming 
process, or one must use a RDBMS capable of using triggers on DML (select for instance). In case of database 
honeytokens, they should be implemented as columns which are never used by application logic. The idea is 
that the hacker will use select * DML command and access the honeytoken. For this to be usable, developers 
should learn good development practices and never use select * in their queries.

3. Storing honeytoken values on the file system. This is the method, like the one explained before, 
with the only difference being that the honeytoken is the file on the file system instead a value inside the 
database table. Again, some type of SIEM or log management system is needed together with security logs 
(auditing) enabled on the OS to trigger the alert.

4. Using intentionally generated vulnerabilities. This method is using prefabricated vulnerabilities 
that will show as the real vulnerabilities (SQLi, XSS …), but they will be isolated and contained. For example, 
the attacker and/or automated tool will identify this fake vulnerability, and it will try to exploit it further. 
This could be used to “keep the attacker happy” by giving it fake vulnerabilities, and it could give the system 
administrator enough time to isolate the attacker, do the incident handling process and contain malicious 
traffic.

5. Robots.txt entries could also be used as honeytokens. Robots.txt is a file used in the root of 
the website that will inform spiders what should and what should not be indexed. By storing honeytokens 
(links to the nonexistent web pages) in robots.txt, one could easily isolate misbehaved spiders should the 
honeytoken link marked in robots.txt as “do not index” be touched by the spider. In this case, the honeytoken 
is the link itself, because well behaved spiders will obey the entries in the robots.txt, while misbehaved 
spiders (like vulnerability scanners and similar) will not.

6. Active attacks against the attacker. If the attacked web application owner wants to actively fight 
against the attacker and attack the attacker, this is the option that could be used to identify the attacker’s 
real IP address (if the address is masked or hidden by using proxy or proxy chaining software). To attack the 
attacker, the web site owner could use a XSS vulnerability that will trigger the request from the attacker’s 
computer via a direct communication channel, thus circumventing the protection the attacker is using to 
prevent the IP address identification. Of course, the same method could be used to steal the attacker’s cookies, 
hijack his mail account etc. This approach is not recommended though, because attacking somebody (even 
if that person is attacking you now) is a criminal offense, but this could and should be used to identify the 
attackers real IP address to identify, isolate and process/prosecute them if needed.

The above mentioned methods should actively prevent or slowdown an attack that is utilizing automated 
tools. They will also help in the prevention against being watched by malicious users. On first sight it looks 
that the database and file system honeytokens are not needed because everything should be stopped on 
the application layer but the point is that the application layer could always have a vulnerability, even the 
protection itself, so one should implement as many methods as possible to be as secure as possible. All 
the methods explained should provide the administrator, developer, security personnel and others with 
comprehensive and complete insight into the attack itself, and the methods and techniques being
used.  These methods allow for active countermeasures to be implemented that could be
automatically embedded into applications or that could be manually started after
the attack has been identified.
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LOGGING AND REPORTING
To be able to identify and prevent the attacker from further attacks it is imperative to have an active and 
correctly configured centralized log management system. [7] This system could be a SIEM or a “normal” 
centralized log management with custom made dashboards that will graphically present the active 
attacks, types of the attacks, attacker’s IP addresses, etc. Some additional functionality could be added, like 
geolocation, routing information, amount of traffic generated, etc. There are many free and commercial 
tools that could provide some of this functionality out of the box, but usually none of the tools will be able to 
provide all the required information without fine-tuning and additional modifications. The most important 
portion is that all the logs of interest should be collected and visualized with the tool. Just to mention some 
of the logs of interest: Operating system logs, Web server logs, Web application logs, database logs, etc.
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IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLE
The excerpts of code written as a PoC (Proof of Concept) and as an example how a developer could 
implement the above mentioned protection is written in ASP.NET. Basic ASP.NET knowledge is required to 
understand this code, though on the conceptual level familiarity with any programing language should be 
enough. The code presented here is not self-contained protection, it’s just an example of where and how 
the protection could be implemented. To track the user sessions, the PoC code is using Global.asax file and 
session_start and session_end functions. “Global.asax file is an optional file that contains code for responding 
to application-level events raised by ASP.NET or by Http modules” [6]. When a new session starts it will be 
added to a session pool and this is the way of tracking the unique users. When a session ends it will be 
deleted from the sessions pool. Example code of session start follows:

protected void Session_Start(object sender,

EventArgs e)      {          if

(!Sessions.ContainsKey(HttpContext.Current.Session.S essionID))          {
             
Sessions.Add(HttpContext.Current.Session.SessionID, new SessionInfo());
         }  

 public SessionInfo()      {

         //defaults

         IsHacker = false; 

         SessionCreated = DateTime.UtcNow;

         LastRequest = DateTime.UtcNow;

         IP = “”;

         UserAgent = “”;

         RawURL = “”;

         HackingType = “Peace”; // Peace - no attack, CPT - canary Parameter tampering, COSFS - OS 

 SessionInfo() contains all relevant and interesting information related to the session, like, whether this user 
is identified as an attacker, user IP address, UserAgent, Hacking type recognized etc. Anything could be 
added to this portion of code. This code will create a session or identify the request with an existing session 
making the user tracking possible. The example function follows: 
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canary tampering, DB canary tampering, SQLI - SQLi,

XSS - XSS//       }

     public bool IsHacker { get; set; }      public string Username { get; set; }      public 
DateTime SessionCreated { get; set; }      public DateTime LastRequest { get; set; }      public 
string IP { get; set; }      public string UserAgent { get; set; }        public string RawURL { get; set; }      
public string HackingType { get; set; }
     } 

protected void Page_Load(object sender, EventArgs e)

     {

         if (Request.Params.Keys[1] == “admin”)

         {

             if (Request.Params[1] != “false”)              {            

  
Global.Sessions[Session.SessionID].IsHacker = true; 
Helpers.MyFunctions.WriteInTheLog(Global.Sessions[Se ssion.SessionID].Username, Session.
SessionID, Global.Sessions[Session.SessionID].IsHacker,

Global.Sessions[Session.SessionID].IP,

Global.Sessions[Session.SessionID].UserAgent,

Global.Sessions[Session.SessionID].RawURL,

Global.Sessions[Session.SessionID].HackingType);

                 Panel2.Visible = true;

                 Panel1.Visible = false;

             }          }

This function is populating variables with the data relevant to the session, like user data, IP address etc. 

The function that might be used to recognize a hacker by using parameter based honeytokens could look 
like this one:
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So, if the parameter admin was tampered with, the user session is identified as malicious one and it will be 
dealt with appropriately. In this example it will only write the data in the log for later audit, or for direct audit 
by SIEM, or centralized log management system solution. It could also break the session, isolate the user in 
specially written sandbox, etc.

An example of function that will write data to the log file could look like this one:

public static void WriteInTheLog(string user, string sessionID, bool Hacker, string IP, string 
UserAgent, string RawURL, string HackingType)

     {

         StreamWriter sw = new

StreamWriter(“log.txt”, true);          

sw.WriteLine(DateTime.Now.ToShortDateString().ToStri ng() + “ “ +

DateTime.Now.ToLongTimeString().ToString() + “ “ + user + “ “ + sessionID + “ “ + Hacker + “  “ + IP + “ “ + 
UserAgent + “ “ + RawURL + “ “ + HackingType);          sw.Flush();          sw.Close();          
return;      }

It is not possible to provide the entire code listing in this paper, but the point is that by using a few simple 
functions like the ones shown above, one can start to implement proposed protections.

**The author of this text is not a developer, do not use the above mentioned code as nothing more than a 
PoC.
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CONCLUSION
The future of Internet security is in the hands of developers and security researchers that will add to security 
in general, thus raising the bar or preventing the malicious users from compromising the remote systems. 
It must be clear to every party included in  web application development that web applications will always 
be vulnerable to some kind of vulnerability, and that the implemented protection could have vulnerabilities 
of their own. Knowing that should be enough to write the web applications in a more responsible way that 
will make them less exposed to the attackers.

The proposed honeytoken implementation could be used as an additional protection against the above-
mentioned threats together with firewalls, web application firewalls and various filtering platforms, raising 
the bar and making it more resilient to intrusions. By using the proposed solution, one could identify, contain 
and deflect the automated tools and hackers more efficiently than by using the traditional approach only 
(firewall/IDS/WAF). This is because firewalls will not be able to prevent parameter tampering and to recognize 
the important parts of the application one wants to protect. The same issue is with IDS/IPS, which should 
be reconfigured with every new version of an application to be able to identify what’s important. With WAF, 
which is capable of recognizing variety tampering attacks, there is always an issue of going around the WAF 
protection itself. The proposed solution will implement the honeytokens inside the application logic, thus 
making the application resilient no matter if the other protections are implemented or not. Of course, this 
does not mean that all the other protections are not necessary anymore, it is additional protection with one 
simple task – to make the web application more resilient to the hacking attempts.
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